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Category: Science and technology in India Category: Science and technology in PakistanQ: Is the comma separating multiple
definitions of class methods in Swift really necessary? In Objective-C, the comma separating multiple definitions is only

necessary when the methods are overridden. In Swift, the comma is mandatory. class Foo { func bar() { } func bar() { } } // The
`,` is omitted and is causing a warning on my code class Foo { func bar() { } func bar() { } } Can't we just leave the comma off

in Swift? class Foo { func bar() { } func bar() { } } Thanks! A: Yes we can leave it out. But using the comma, the function itself
is just a declaration. Otherwise func baz() is the same as func baz() { } Which means that baz is set as the default

implementation and the second one has no effect. Removing the comma, both functions are assumed to have the same default
implementation func baz() and therefore the second one is added to the set of methods baz has func baz() { } func baz() { } So
if you omit the comma there are three methods which end up being added to the class func baz() { } func baz() { } func baz() {
} A: Can't we just leave the comma off in Swift? Yes, you can. You might want to comment out that line though, just in case. :-)
1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a liquid crystal display, and more particularly, to an array substrate for

a liquid crystal display and a method for manufacturing the same. 2. Discussion of the Related Art Generally, a liquid crystal
display (LCD) controls light transmittance of liquid crystal cells in accordance with a video signal to display a picture on a

screen. The LCD, which is used for a television or a computer monitor, includes an LCD panel for displaying a picture and a
driving circuit for driving the LCD panel. The LCD panel includes an array substrate, a color filter substrate and a liquid crystal

layer between the array substrate and
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